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Taming tokens

This chapter covers
■

Tokenization to extract ideas rather than words

■

The concepts of precision and recall in search

■

Making trade-offs between precision and recall

■

Controlling the specificity of matches

■

Encoding non-textual data into the search
engine

At this point, you have a good understanding of why relevance is critical for the success of a search application (chapter 1). You also have a working knowledge of
search engine internals (chapter 2) and can debug relevance to pin down why documents match and why they’re given a particular score (chapter 3).
Now, armed with motivation, knowledge, and tools, it’s time to dive into the art
of relevance engineering. In this chapter, we focus on text analysis. Proper analysis
is the foundation of relevant search. As you saw in chapter 3, analysis controls
matching. If analysis is performed correctly, users’ queries will match only the documents that they seek. But if analysis is performed incorrectly, users’ queries will
match many irrelevant documents or maybe no documents at all!
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Tokens as document features
Several times we’ve pointed out the relationship between relevance and classification.
(Remember our fruit examples?) This relationship is perhaps most obvious when we
talk about tokens, because just as the color, shape, and size of a fruit are features by
which a fruit may be classified, the tokens pulled from a document are features by which
the document can be classified.
Let’s return to the fruit example. The most obvious features that come to mind are
color, shape, and size. In reality, you could attempt to classify fruit by any number of
features: weight, smell, price, number of freckles, sticker color, and distance from the
Washington Monument. But as you can see in this list, some features are more useful
to classification than others. And some features, like distance from the Washington
Monument, are utterly useless for classification.
In the same way, we use text analysis to extract features—tokens—that anticipate
the user’s expectations and lead to highly relevant and targeted results. But when
poorly configured, text analysis can lead to garbage features and a search experience
that’s mostly a waste of time. There’s both an art and a science to text analysis. In
chapter 2, we dealt mostly with the mechanics of analysis—the science, if you will. Our
discussion here deals with the softer, more “artistic” side of analysis, which we call feature modeling.
With feature modeling, you take into consideration the user’s intent as well the
ideas conveyed in documents. You also ensure that the tokens produced by the analysis
process represent descriptive, meaningful features of both the queries and the (as
shown in figure 4.1).
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Good feature modeling must account for
pluralization, parts of speech, and even common
misspellings so that the query tokens and
document tokens match.

Relevance engineer
Figure 4.1 The relevance engineer makes sure that the tokens generated from
documents match the tokens generated for queries. To accomplish this, the relevance
engineer must understand the information in the documents and the intent of the users.
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The matching process
Again with the fruit example … Let’s say that you’re hungry. And you’re not hungry for
just anything; you’re hungry for a Red Delicious apple. So you head down to the corner fruit stand to satisfy your apple lust. When you arrive, you see many types of fruits:
■
■
■

Long, yellow bananas; some with freckles, and some that are tinted green
Small, round grapes; some that are light green, and some that are purple
Giant, green and pink wedges of watermelon; some with seeds, and some without

But today you’re searching for an apple. And in your mind, you have a clear template—
a query, if you will—for what a Red Delicious apple should look like. It’s a red, round
fruit, about the size of your fist. Additionally, the really good Red Delicious apples are
always shiny!
In the twinkling of an eye, you scan the selection of fruit and identify a subset that
most closely matches your query. You approach the apple bin. And there on the top of
the heap is the perfect, shiny, Red Delicious apple. Your search has brought you to the
most relevant result in the available set. You purchase the apple and partake! (You
won’t notice until you’re halfway through that the apple also has a worm. Maybe you
should refine your search criteria next time!)
This scenario is a good approximation for what happens when a user searches for a
document. When your users come to the search app, they have an information need
and they supply the search engine with a set of search terms or a phrase that they feel
most adequately describes their needs. The search engine, in turn, takes these terms
and converts them into tokens via the analysis process described in chapter 2. Then
the search engine quickly scans through the index and collects the documents that
contain the same tokens as the query, organizes the document according to relevance,
and provides the results back to the user.

4.1.2

Tokens, more than just words
It’s important to notice here that the creation of tokens—and thus the creation of features—happens both to the query and to the documents. And a match can be made
only if the features are generated consistently from the query documents. What’s
more, relevant matches can be made only if the features adequately capture the meaning of the documents and the user’s query.
Those who are new to search typically think of analysis as the process of extracting
an array of words from documents. And although tokens often directly correspond to
words in the text, tokens can be much more than that. The various steps of analysis
(character filtering, tokenization, and token filtering) anticipate the intent of your
users. When properly performed, analysis extracts the meaning of a document beyond
the words. Performing analysis with intent and meaning in mind greatly improves
search relevance.

Controlling precision and recall
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You’ll see what we mean throughout this chapter. For example, it might come as a
surprise that tokens don’t have to correspond to words at all! As you’ll soon see, meaningful tokens (features) can be extracted from things as diverse as geographic locations, images, and even whistled melodies.

4.2

Controlling precision and recall
Precision and recall are two fundamental measures of search relevance. Given a particular query and the set of documents returned by the search engine (the result set),
these measures are defined as:
■
■

Precision—The percentage of documents in the result set that are relevant.
Recall—The percentage of relevant documents that are returned in the result set.

Admittedly, these definitions are a little hard to follow at first. They may even sound
like the same thing. In the discussion that follows, we provide a thorough example
that will help you understand these definitions and their differences. You’ll also begin
to see why it’s so important to keep these concepts in mind when designing any application of search.
Additionally, we demonstrate how precision and recall are often at odds. Generally, the more you improve recall, the worse your precision becomes, and the more
you improve precision, the worse your recall becomes. This implies a limit on the best
you can achieve in search relevance. Fortunately, you can get around this limit. We
explore the details in the discussion that follows.

4.2.1

Precision and recall by example
Let’s lead with another example. And this time just to be different, let’s use, oh, we
don’t know, fruit. After you recover from the wormy apple incident of the previous section, you go back to the fruit stand and consider the situation in more detail.
When you originally went to the fruit stand, you were looking for apples—but
more specifically, your search criteria were “red, medium-sized fruit.” These criteria
led you to the search results indicated in figure 4.2.
Let’s consider how this result set can be described in terms of precision and recall.
Looking at the search results, you have three apples and three red, medium-sized
fruits that aren’t apples (a tomato, a bell pepper, and a pomegranate). Restating the
previous definition, precision is the percentage of results that are correct. In this case,
three of the six results are apples, so the precision of this result set is (3 ÷ 6) × 100, or
50%. Furthermore, upon closer inspection of all the produce, you find that there are
five apple choices among the thirteen fruit varieties available at the stand. Recall is the
percentage of the correct items that are returned in the search results. In this case,
there are five apples at the fruit stand, and three were returned in the results. The
recall for your apple search is (3 ÷ 5) × 100, or 60%.
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Initial search results
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Figure 4.2 Illustration of documents and results in the search for apples

In the ideal case, precision and recall would both always be at 100%. But this is almost
never possible. What’s more, precision and recall are most often at odds with one
another. If you improve recall, precision will suffer and your search response will
include spurious results. On the other hand, if you improve precision, recall will suffer and your search response will omit relevant matches.
To better understand the warring nature of precision and recall, let’s look at this
phenomenon with our fruit example. If you want to improve recall, you must loosen
the search requirements a bit. What if you do this by including fruit that’s yellow?
(Some apples are yellow, right?) As shown in figure 4.3, you do pick up another apple,
thus improving recall to 80%. But because most apples aren’t yellow, you’ve picked up
two more erroneous results, decreasing precision to 44%.
Let’s go the other way with our experiment. If you tighten the search criteria—
for example, by narrowing the definition of medium-sized —results look like those in
figure 4.4. Here precision increases to 67% because you’ve removed two slightly
unmedium fruits. But in the process, you’ve also removed a slightly oversized apple,
taking recall down to 40%.
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Figure 4.3 Example search result set when loosening the color-match requiremnts

“Tight” search results
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Figure 4.4 Example search result set when tightening the size requirements
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Although precision and recall are typically at odds, there’s one way to overcome the
constraints of this trade-off: more features. If you include another field in your
search, for flavor, then the tomato would be easy to rule out because it’s not sweet at
all. But, unfortunately, it’s not always easy to identify new features to pull into
search. And in this particular case, if you decide to go around flavor sampling the
fruit in order to identify apples, you’ll probably have an upset produce manager to
contend with!

4.2.2

Analysis for precision or recall
But precision, recall, and fruit—what does this all have to do with text, tokens, and
analysis? Plenty! By modifying the analysis chain, you can create tokens that balance
the trade-off between precision and recall in any way you please.
To start, let’s look at how text is analyzed in Elasticsearch by default. Let’s say you
create an index in Elasticsearch with no settings and then index a new document.
That document’s string fields will be analyzed using the default standard analyzer.
Let’s create our own clone of the standard analyzer to take a closer look at the analysis process.
Listing 4.1 Re-creating the standard analyzer
POST my_library
{
"settings": {
"analysis": {
"analyzer": {
"standard_clone": {
"tokenizer": "standard",
"filter": [
"standard",
"lowercase",
"stop"]}}}}}

By the way, you’ll notice that in this chapter we’re not using the functions defined in
the previous chapter. We’re stepping away from the TMDB data set. Instead, we’re
interacting with Elasticsearch directly by using HTTP commands to quickly experiment with as many applications of analysis as we can. The corresponding examples in
the repository repeat these lower-level commands but use Python instead.
Okay, back to the action! As you may recall from chapter 2, analysis has three steps:
character filtering, tokenization, and token filtering. And recall that character filtering has a chance to modify the entire piece of text. Tokenizers chop up text into a
stream of tokens. Finally, token filters modify the token stream by modifying, removing, or inserting tokens.
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In listing 4.1, our standard_clone analyzer makes no use of any character filters,
uses the standard tokenizer, and then is token filtered sequentially by standard,
lowercase, and stop. Here’s what each piece does:
■

■

■
■

standard tokenizer—Splits text on whitespace and punctuation; this tends to

work well for most European languages. Its widespread utility garners the name
standard.
standard filter—Does nothing! It currently serves as a placeholder should there
ever be a need to implement token filtering that’s associated with the standard
tokenizer.
lowercase filter—Lowercases all characters.
stop filter—Removes common words that match a list of stop words. If the list that
Elasticsearch uses by default isn’t to your liking, you can also specify your own.

Now let’s use the _analyze endpoint to examine the tokens produced from a sample
sentence:
GET my_library/_analyze?analyzer=standard_clone&
text="Dr. Strangelove: Or How I Learned to
Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb"

In chapter 3, we showed how the analyzer can be used to gather the tokens, start and
end offsets, token types, and positions, but here we’re interested in only the tokens. In
this case, the tokens produced are as follows:
[dr][strangelove][how][i][learned][stop][worrying][love][bomb]

And as expected, the tokens have been stripped of punctuation and lowercased, and
the common words have been removed.
The standard analyzer is typically a good first draft for the analysis chain; search
results will have high precision, and spurious results will be few. But recall may be
poor, because a user’s query must use exactly the same words that occurred in the document, or the document won’t be returned. Consider the plight of a user who’s clearly
looking for this movie but has forgotten the exact title:
GET tmdb/movie/_search
{ "query": {
"multi_match": {
"query":
"mr. weirdlove: don't worry, I'm learning to start loving bombs",
"fields": ["title"]}}}

The query-time analysis tokenizes this as you’d expect:
[mr][weirdlove][don't][worry][i'm][learning][start][loving][bombs]
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But not a single token from the query matches the tokens created from the movie
title. Search engines are for finding things when users don’t have all the information;
otherwise, why would they even look? The fact that this query doesn’t pull back the
obvious document that the user is looking for is a failure of this feature-modeling
approach.
We can do better! Recall again that a search engine is little more than a sophisticated token-matching system. A search engine knows nothing about the meaning of
tokens; it knows only how to quickly find documents that have a particular set of tokens.
It’s the job of the relevance engineer to tokenize documents in such a way that meaning is captured. In principle, analysis shouldn’t map words to tokens; it should map
meaning and user intent to tokens.
Let’s demonstrate this concept with a different analysis chain. An English text analyzer is less strict and helps ensure that tokens carry the English meaning of the words.
Just like last time, Elasticsearch already comes equipped with an English analyzer, but
to be explicit about what’s happening, we’ll clone the English analyzer. We’ll go into
more detail this time by cloning the token filters to teach you to customize the analysis
chain to your choosing.
Listing 4.2 Re-creating the English analyzer in detail
POST my_library
{
"settings": {
"analysis": {
"filter": {
"english_stop": {
"type":
"stop",
"stopwords": "_english_"},
"english_keywords": {
"type":
"keyword_marker",
"keywords_path":
"/tmp/keywords.txt"},
"english_stemmer": {
"type":
"stemmer",
"language":
"english"},
"english_possessive_stemmer": {
"type":
"stemmer",
"language":
"possessive_english"}},
"analyzer": {
"english_clone": {
"tokenizer": "standard",
"filter": [
"english_possessive_stemmer",
"lowercase",
"english_stop",
"english_keywords",
"english_stemmer"]}}}}}
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Let’s take a moment to understand what the English analyzer is doing at each step
of analysis:
■

standard tokenizer—Here again we use the standard tokenizer because it does a

■

english_possessive_stemmer filter—Removes the trailing s from words.
lowercase filter—Lowercases all characters.
english_stop filter—Removes common English words.
english_keywords filter—“Protects” words from being mangled by the down-

good job of tokenizing European languages.
■
■
■

■

stream stemmer (more on this in a moment).
english_stemmer filter—Normalizes word endings so that, for instance, walking
and walked map to the same token.

As you can see, there’s a lot of overlap between what the standard analyzer and the
English analyzer do. The “special sauce” of the English analyzer is in the english_
stemmer token filter. This filter takes the word tokens from the previous analysis steps
and normalizes them by mapping words with the same root to the same token. For
example, this shows that all of these terms map to the token flower:
GET my_library/_analyze?analyzer=english_clone&
text="flower flowers flowering flowered flower"

And similarly for the following, all of these terms get mapped to the token silli:
GET my_library/_analyze?analyzer=english_clone&
text="silly silliness sillied sillying"

You might notice that not all the words in the preceding example are real words. But
english_stemmer doesn’t mind. The stemmer isn’t conferring with a dictionary to
determine the word roots; it uses a heuristic for mapping words to root forms. The
heuristic is correct enough to be useful, but sometimes the heuristic makes mistakes.
For example, the word Maine (the state) will get stemmed down to main, confusing
it with the common English word main. If this becomes a problem for you, don’t
sweat it! You can add the problematic term to the keywords file (/tmp/keywords.txt
in listing 4.2), and this will signal any downstream stemmers to leave it unstemmed.
To bring the discussion back to the main point, stemming is a technique of feature modeling that sacrifices precision for increased recall. Using the English analyzer, our forgetful movie searcher will have better luck finding the movie. Let’s
demonstrate this by looking at the tokens produced from both the correct title and
the incorrect query.
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Listing 4.3 Tokenization of query and document text using the English analyzer
GET my_library/_analyze?analyzer=english_clone&
text="Dr. Strangelove: Or How I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Love the Bomb"
[dr][strangelov][how][i][learn][stop][worri][love][bomb]
GET my_library/_analyze?analyzer=english_clone&
text="mr. weirdlove: don't worry, I'm learning to start loving bombs"
[mr][weirdlov][don't][worri][i'm][learn][start][love][bomb]

As indicated by the bold text, you’ve gone from zero matching tokens with the standard analyzer to four matching tokens when using the English analyzer. The document that originally wouldn’t have been retrieved now would rank highly in search
results.

4.2.3

Taking recall to extremes
You’ve seen a clear example of how sacrificing precision for improved recall can be a
great way to improve overall search relevance. But beware that this can be taken to
unhealthy extremes. Let’s demonstrate with yet another analyzer, a phonetic analyzer,
which maps words to tokens based on the way they sound. You’ll use phonetic analysis
to build search that’s robust to misspellings. This is ostensibly a good thing because it
improves recall and makes documents findable even if the document or the query
contains misspellings. But we’ll then demonstrate how this approach is often too
heavy-handed.
For this demonstration, you do have to build the analyzer from scratch because
Elasticsearch doesn’t come with a prebuilt phonetic analyzer of its own. First you
install the phonetic plugin1 by entering the terminal, changing to the elasticsearch
directory, and typing this at the prompt:
bin/plugin install analysis-phonetic

Once the plugin is installed, you can create a phonetic analyzer by providing Elasticsearch with the configuration in the following listing.

1

You can find more information about the phonetic plugin at https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch/tree/
master/plugins/analysis-phonetic.
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Listing 4.4 Building a phonetic analyzer
POST my_library
{ "settings": {
"analysis": {
"analyzer": {
"phonetic": {
"tokenizer": "standard",
"filter": [
"standard",
"lowercase",
"my_doublemetaphone"]}},
"filter": {
"my_doublemetaphone": {
"type": "phonetic",
"encoder": "doublemetaphone",
"replace": true}}}}}

You should recognize several familiar components: the standard tokenizer, the
standard filter, and finally the lowercase filter. The new my_doublemetaphone filter
is where all the interesting action takes place this time. This filter takes the lowercased
words apple and banana and turns them into tokens that represent the basic sounds,
in this case APLS and PNNS, respectively. As you can see, the analysis is aggressive—all
but leading vowels are dropped, and certain sounds such as ba and pa are mapped to
the same symbol (in this case, P). But phonetic analysis works as advertised because a
terribly misspelled search for “oopuls” and “banunus” would indeed match on a document with apple and banana correctly spelled.
There’s a problem, though, and it’s best exemplified by looking at a search for
“message from Dalai Lama.” Let’s see how this and another phrase are tokenized:
GET my_library/_analyze?analyzer=phonetic&text=message from Dalai Lama
[MSJ],[MSK],[FRM],[TL],[LM]
GET my_library/_analyze?analyzer=phonetic&text=massage from tall llama
[MSJ],[MSK],[FRM],[TL],[LM]

Oops! It appears that through the eyes of the phonetic analyzer, message from Dalai
Lama is an exact match for massage from tall llama. (Oh, and how many souls have
been led astray by simple mistakes such as this!)
There’s an important lesson here regarding the analysis process:
To the extent possible, make sure that tokens represent not just words,
but the meaning of the words.

This is why it’s often a good practice to incorporate token stemming into analysis.
Stemming collapses multiple representations into a single form—transforming, as in
our earlier example, flower, flowers, flowering, and flowered all into a single root
form flower. Without stemming, these words would stand completely distinct. The
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search engine would fail to recognize that they mean the same thing: searches for
flowering wouldn’t match flowers. Thus, without stemming, recall is greatly reduced.
Precision may be improved, but it’s improved to a degree that isn’t useful to the typical search user.
At the other end of the spectrum, phonetic tokenization maximizes recall at the
peril of precision. Here again consider how analysis maps tokens to meaning. With
phonetic tokenization, the meaning associated with each token is too broad. Too
many distinct meanings map to the same token. Precision is far too low: a search for
the Dalai Lama finds the tall llama instead of the religious figure!

4.3

Precision and recall—have your cake and eat it too
The situation feels bleak. As a relevance engineer, you’re faced with a hard decision: in
order for documents to be indexed, the text must be analyzed. Yet your choice of analysis pins the relevance behavior to some fixed point on the precision-recall spectrum.
Fortunately, another aspect of search technology allows the relevance engineer to
build search with good recall and good precision. In chapter 2, you saw the mechanical
nature of the search engine. Another way of describing the search engine is as follows:
A search engine is nothing more than a sophisticated token-matching
system and document-ranking system.

It’s that last part that sidesteps the fundamental precision/recall trade-off. Relevance
ranking is how you cheat the system. Relevance ranking helps you improve precision
for the top N results—the results that likely matter most to you users. The trick, as
you’ll see, is fine-tuning analysis to tightly control when various token representations
map to an identical meaning.

4.3.1

Scoring strength of a feature in a single field
How exactly does relevance ranking sidestep the precision/recall trade-off? Analysis
not only controls matching, but also manipulates TF × IDF relevance ranking to more
accurately reflect the strength of a given feature in text (or any other form of tokenizable data).
Remember our good friend TF × IDF? A term’s frequency (TF) counts how often
the search term occurs in the document. Document frequency counts how many documents with the term occur across the whole corpus (IDF being its inverse). Together
these factors work to score search relevance for matched text.
But can TF and IDF count different representations of the same idea? As an example, if you sat an English speaker in front of text and asked them to count the number
of times run occurred, how would he proceed? Likely they’d sum the many forms of
run (running, runs, run, perhaps ran) all together. Even if all forms of run were used,
an English speaker could conclude the text as very much about running. The feature
of running occurs prominently in the text, they might say, and should be scored
highly for searches for “run,” regardless of all the representations used.
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As you’ve seen, the mechanical, dumb search engine doesn’t count these different
forms of run as the same without help. When alternate representations exist in the
text, each representation is counted and scored separately. The search engine doesn’t
see a strong feature of “run-ness” here in its TF × IDF scoring. It sees isolated, weak
mentions of different ideas: run, running, and runs. Luckily, you’ve seen how analysis
helps normalize all these representations into a single term that can be counted and
scored together.
Let’s demonstrate how relevance ranking and analysis work together to fine-tune
precision and recall. Let’s start with a simple case—a query for a single word in a single field using the default standard analyzer over your test index, my_library:
POST my_library
{"settings": {
"number_of_shards": 1}}

Then you can index some documents:
PUT my_library/example/1
{ "title":"apple apple apple apple apple"}
PUT my_library/example/2
{ "title":"apple apple apple banana banana"}
PUT my_library/example/3
{ "title":"apple banana blueberry coconut"}

And finally issue a simple search for apple in the field title:
GET my_library/example/_search
{ "explain": "true",
"query": {
"match": {
"title": "apple"}}}

Here are the first three documents resulting from this query, along with corresponding explain text:
1.

{u'title': u'apple apple apple apple apple'}
0.3001879, weight(title:apple in 0) [PerFieldSimilarity], result of:
0.3001879, fieldWeight in 0, product of:
2.236068, tf(freq=5.0), with freq of:
5.0, termFreq=5.0
0.30685282, idf(docFreq=1, maxDocs=1)
0.4375, fieldNorm(doc=0)

2.

{u'title': u'apple apple apple banana banana'}
0.23252454, weight(title:apple in 0) [PerFieldSimilarity], result of:
0.23252454, fieldWeight in 0, product of:
1.7320508, tf(freq=3.0), with freq of:
3.0, termFreq=3.0
0.30685282, idf(docFreq=1, maxDocs=1)
0.4375, fieldNorm(doc=0)
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{u'title': u'apple banana blueberry coconut'}
0.15342641, weight(title:apple in 0) [PerFieldSimilarity], result of:
0.15342641, fieldWeight in 0, product of:
1.0, tf(freq=1.0), with freq of:
1.0, termFreq=1.0
0.30685282, idf(docFreq=1, maxDocs=1)
0.5, fieldNorm(doc=0)

The search engine’s TF × IDF scoring heuristics order documents that feature the
search term most prominently. Earlier we talked about shopping for fruit; based on
whether it was shiny or red, you judged the fruit a Red Delicious apple or not. The
examples considered these features binary. Is the fruit red—yes or no? Is it shiny—yes
or no? The reality is that a feature such as “redness” exists on a spectrum from “not at
all red” to “pinkish” to “bright, fire-truck red.”
With TF × IDF, our apple documents also exist on a spectrum. Some matching documents are very much about apples. They have high term frequencies for apple.
They’re apple-y documents and mention few other concepts. Others mention other
terms, with “apple” only as a side concept. These documents aren’t apple-y at all. As
such, their TF × IDF scores reflect this weak apple-y feature. Precision, at least for the
top N, is improved by relevance ranking.
More important, analysis can improve the computation of TF and IDF by normalizing different representations of one idea! This improves the accuracy of scoring,
aligning it to the user’s intuitive notions of relevance.
For example, our current search has a prominent relevance-ranking bug! Say you
indexed an additional document:
PUT my_library/example/4
{ "title":"apples apple"}

You might be surprised when the TF × IDF score for this document comes in as relatively
low for a search on apple. Repeating the preceding search, you’d see it as near the end
result of all the documents, despite being 100% composed of apple mentions:
3.

{'title': 'apples apple'}
0.48553526, weight(title:apple in 0) [PerFieldSimilarity], result of:
0.48553526, fieldWeight in 0, product of:
1.0, tf(freq=1.0), with freq of:
1.0, termFreq=1.0
0.7768564, idf(docFreq=4, maxDocs=4)
0.625, fieldNorm(doc=0)

Notice in the bolded section, the frequency of apple is 1. Yet two mentions of something apple-y exist here! Why can’t TF × IDF see that?
You already know the answer. Because the standard analyzer is used, a query for
apple doesn’t match apples. The search engine won’t understand that these ideas are
the same, regardless of what an English speaker thinks. It’s your job as a relevance
engineer to use analysis techniques to manage equivalent representations of the same
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idea, normalizing and discriminating as needed so the search engine can make the
right differentiations when scoring.
Simply using the English analyzer improves the TF × IDF scoring by normalizing
apple forms to the stemmed appl. After applying the English analyzer and repeating
indexing, the document moves up to position 2, with a term frequency for the
stemmed appl increased to 2:
2. {u'title': u'apples apple'}
0.6866506, weight(title:appl in 3) [PerFieldSimilarity], result of:
0.6866506, fieldWeight in 3, product of:
1.4142135, tf(freq=2.0), with freq of:
2.0, termFreq=2.0
0.7768564, idf(docFreq=4, maxDocs=4)
0.625, fieldNorm(doc=3)

Tokens represent features prominent in text. You saw earlier the seemingly stark tradeoff of precision and recall in these decisions. But as you see, manipulating relevance
ranking can help make this trade-off less stark. You have the power, through analysis, to
control both improved recall and TF × IDF relevance scoring! Analysis gives you the
power to make matching and TF × IDF scoring as discriminating as you need.

4.3.2

Scoring beyond TF × IDF: multiple search terms and
multiple fields
Unlike the previous example, users’ searches rarely have only one search term. They
use many ideas in their searches. You should use this in your favor to improve precision! Luckily, the coordinating factor (coord) is your ally. We discussed coord previously as
a component of Lucene’s Boolean search, but here we want to point out its role in
biasing scoring toward more mentions of the searched-for ideas.
If you repeat the preceding search for apple banana, coord punishes the pure
apple matches by multiplying the final score by 1/2. Only one out of two concepts
matches the document, so it’s summarily punished. You can see this in these explain
snippets for the apple banana query (omitting the TF × IDF for brevity):
1.

{u'title': u'apple apple apple banana banana'}
0.9862758, sum of:
0.30409503, weight(title:appl in 1) [PerFieldSimilarity], result of:
0.68218076, weight(title:banana in 1) [PerFieldSimilarity], result of:

3.

{'title': 'apple apple apple apple apple'}
0.1962925, product of:
0.392585, sum of:
0.392585, weight(title:appl in 0) [PerFieldSimilarity], result of:
0.5, coord(1/2)

While exploring query strategies in the next several chapters, you’ll see coord’s important role in promoting results with multiple matches more prominently.
Another way you’ll sidestep the precision/recall trade-off is through searching
over multiple fields, each with different forms of analysis. It may seem that forms of
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analysis are mutually exclusive: analyze via standard analysis or English stemming analysis or phonetic analysis. But you can use all of these together if you’d like. It’s common to treat the same text differently with different analyzers, placing the result in
different fields. In chapter 5 and on, you’ll see how multiple fields can lend their own
signals to improve the overall ranking function and improve the precision/recall
trade-off.

4.4

Analysis strategies
To this point in the chapter, you’ve learned several important principles for using
analysis to control relevance. First and foremost, you have an understanding of the
foundational principles of precision and recall. We’ve discussed the interplay between
these two concepts: an improvement in either precision or recall often causes degradation in the other. But in our discussion of document scoring, you can see that good
recall and good precision are achievable, because search-engine scoring tends to sort
the most relevant documents toward the top of the search results.
We’ve also established a couple of guiding principles when making analysis decisions. First, to the extent possible, tokens shouldn’t map only to the terms in a document but to the meanings of the terms. You saw this in section 4.2.2, which explained
how stemming helps ensure that the token captures the appropriate level of detail
of each word’s meaning. Second, analysis is an opportunity for the relevance engineer to anticipate the behavior and intent of search users. Section 4.2.3 describes
how phonetic tokenization anticipates the possibility that users will occasionally misspell search terms.
In this section, we present more specific examples of using analysis to modify
and control relevance. The examples aren’t exhaustive; covering the great variety of
search problems that readers might experience would be impossible. Instead, the following sections provide some quick examples to consider. When your own challenging problems arise, you’ll have a better idea of what’s achievable through proper
analysis. Some of these examples are built around specific principles of relevance.
Others focus on particular analysis features that can be applied to a variety of relevance problems.

4.4.1

Dealing with delimiters
Our previous examples used fields composed of text, with the words delimited on
whitespace and punctuation. This needn’t always be the case, and dealing inappropriately with delimiters can lead to poor search results. Consider the following examples,
which focus on acronyms and phone numbers.
ACRONYMS

Sometimes acronyms use periods and sometimes they don’t—for example, I.B.M. versus IBM. Analysis must normalize acronyms so that no matter the format, the resulting
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token will be the same. This is made easy enough with the word_delimiter filter.
Here’s an analysis chain that will create suitable tokens:
POST example
{
"settings": {
"analysis": {
"filter": {
"acronyms": {
"type": "word_delimiter",
"catenate_all": true,
"generate_word_parts": false,
"generate_number_parts": false}},
"analyzer": {
"standard_with_acronyms": {
"tokenizer": "standard",
"filter": ["standard","lowercase","acronyms"]}}}}}

This creates the acronyms filter of type word_delimiter. This token filter is designed
to split tokens on many boundaries, including punctuation changes (Wi-Fi), change
in case (wiFi), and changes between numeric and non-numeric (2016AD), to name a
few. Rather than emitting the delimited parts as their own tokens, we have further
choices to make. Here we’ve chosen to not generate_word_parts (otherwise, I.B.M.
would become three tokens, i, b, m). We’ve also opted to catenate_all, which means
that whatever parts are generated, we’ll just stick them together and emit that as a
token. Testing this out, you can see that the desired effect is achieved:
GET example/_analyze?analyzer=standard_with_acronyms
&text=I.B.M. versus IBM versus ibm
[ibm] [versus] [ibm] [versus] [ibm]

So now, a user who searches for “IBM” or “I.B.M.” finds a match. Be aware, though,
that this could occasionally cause problems with acronyms that spell words (such as
N.E.W., which stands for National Engineering Week). In this case, the token produced
would be new, a fairly poor text feature because it carries two meanings: National Engineering Week and something that isn’t old. To help remedy the situation, you’d add
"preserve_original": true to the acronyms filter. Then N.E.W. is tokenized both as
new and n.e.w. In this case, a search for “new” will occasionally match on documents
that contain the acronym N.E.W. That’s OK because this might have been the user’s
intent, despite omitting the periods. And in this case a search for “N.E.W.” will exactly
match on the preserved original token, improving relevance greatly.
PHONE NUMBERS

Phone numbers—for example, 1(800)867-5209 versus 1.800.867.5309—are trickier.
Although it’s rare for delimiters to be removed from a phone number (you won’t
often see this number written as 18008675309), the variety of delimiters used in
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phone numbers can be broad. And users might search for a phone number with any
of these formats.
Here again word_delimiter can help by effectively removing the delimiters, as
shown in the previous example. There’s a twist, though. Our two example numbers
would both create tokens such as 18008675309. But we must anticipate the users’
expected behavior. Will the user always type in the full phone number, including the
area code and the country code? Probably not. So let’s add another filter that takes
into account this behavior and creates two additional tokens: one is the last 7 digits
(the local number), and one is the last 10 digits (the long-distance number):
POST my_library
{
"settings": {
"analysis": {
"filter": {
"phone_num_filter": {
"type": "word_delimiter",
"catenate_all": true,
"generate_number_parts": false},
"phone_num_parts": {
"type": "pattern_capture",
"patterns":["(\\d{7}$)","(\\d{10}$)"],
"preserve_original": true}},
"analyzer": {
"phone_num": {
"tokenizer": "keyword",
"filter": ["phone_num_filter","phone_num_parts"]}}}}}

The important differences are highlighted in the preceding snippet. The first thing to
note is that the tokenizer is now keyword rather than standard. The assumption here
is that you’re dealing with a phone_number field rather than a free-text field that happens to contain a phone number. The keyword tokenizer doesn’t split the input into
tokens, but creates a single token that contains the entire unaltered text of the field.
“But why?” you ask. “Can’t you just choose to not analyze this field at all?” Good question. You use the keyword tokenizer because it allows you to then use downstream filters to further modify the token.
In this case, phone_num_parts is the downstream filter. This is a pattern_capture
filter that has two patterns, one to capture the last 7 digits of the input (the local number) and one to capture and last 10 digits (the long-distance number). The original
token is also preserved. Let’s test it out:
GET example/_analyze?analyzer=phone_num&text=1(800)867-5309
[18008675309][8008675309][8675309]

Based on this analysis scheme, a user’s search for “800.867.5309” would get tokenized
as 8008675309,8675309 and both of these tokens would match on a document containing the number 1(800)867-5309. Perfect!
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In both examples, you’re shaping analysis to capture the most important features of
the fields’ data—the meaning. In this case, the meaning of an acronym and the meaning
of a phone number aren’t in their delimiters, but in the letters and numbers that compose them. Additionally, you’re anticipating the behavior of users to use arbitrary delimiters, or even no delimiters at all. With phone numbers, capturing a meaningful subset of
the numbers is a way of modeling the user intent, effectively acknowledging that the
user will at times search for local numbers or national numbers. You want to provide
the most relevant results possible, no matter which form the user uses.

4.4.2

Capturing meaning with synonyms
Synonyms often come in handy for fixing up corner-case relevance problems. Consider
the plight of an online clothing retailer that’s trying to fix problems with the query
“dress shoes.” To you, dress shoes probably conjures up images of leather men’s footwear.
But a beginner search engineer might be surprised to find that a search for “dress
shoes” leads to a page full of sundresses and tennis shoes! The solution is once again to
make sure that the token captures the meaning rather than just the terms.
How do you capture the meaning with synonyms? By noticing that, in the English
language, whenever the term dress immediately precedes shoes, we’re talking about a
specific concept: dress shoes. You can use analysis to map this concept to a single
token, like so:
POST retail
{
English filters
"settings": {
from listing 4.2
"analysis": {
"filter": {
Your new
<english filters omitted>
analyzer
"retail_syn_filter": {
"type": "synonym",
"synonyms": [
"dress shoe,dress shoes => dress_shoe, shoe"
]}},
"analyzer": {
"retail_analyzer": {
"tokenizer": "standard",
Here’s where
"filter": [
the filter is
"english_possessive_stemmer",
used.
"lowercase",
"retail_syn_filter",
"english_keywords",
"english_stemmer"
]}}}},
"mappings": {
Your desc
"items": {
field includes
"properties": {
synonyms.
"desc": {
"type": "string",
"analyzer": "retail_analyzer"
}}}}}

b

c

d
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In this highlighted listing, you do the following:
■
■
■

Create a retail_syn_filter filter B, which sets up the dress shoes synonym line
Use that filter c in a new retail_analyzer
Make sure that this analyzer is used for desc field text d.

(Note that it’s presumed that the english_* filters are defined similar to listing 4.2.)
One thing to consider is the placement of the retail_syn_filter. By placing it
after the possessive stemming, plural stemming, and lowercasing, you’ve somewhat
normalized the input to the synonym filter so that the expected synonyms will be created. For instance, if retail_syn_filter had been the first filter, then dress shoe’s
and Dress shoes wouldn’t be picked up by the synonym filter. But it’s important to
place the synonyms filter before more drastic forms of normalization such as stemming or phonetic mapping because these filters change the tokens to such an extent
that no synonym matches would be made.
Next let’s take a look at the synonym line:
"dress shoe,dress shoes => dress_shoe, shoe"

This says, “Whenever you see either dress shoe or dress shoes, map that to two
tokens: dress_shoe and shoe.” It’s important to include shoe here because a dress
shoe is indeed a shoe, and you want them to be included in searches for “shoes.”
Let’s index some documents and see how it works:
POST retail/items/1 # "dress shoe" document
{ "desc": "bob's brand dress shoes are the bomb diggity"}
POST retail/items/2 # "dress" document
{ "desc": "this little black dress is sure to impress"}
POST retail/items/3 # "shoe" document
{ "desc": "tennis shoes... you know, for tennis"}

And then you make some queries:
GET retail/items/_search?
{ "query": {
"match": {
"desc": "dress"}}}

This produces one result, the dress document. Perfect. Next you make a similar
query for “shoes.” Here, as expected, you receive both the dress shoe document and
the shoe document. This is also what you should expect. One final test to close the
loop: you make a query for “dress shoes” and expect to receive only the dress shoe
document … and … hey! Why do both the dress shoe and the shoe document come
back in the results?
Using the _analyze endpoint, it’s not too difficult to get to the cause of the problem. Here’s how the two documents in question are analyzed:
■
■

dress shoe document: bob, brand, dress_sho, shoe, bomb, diggiti
shoe document: tenni, shoe, you, know, tenni
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And remember, the query gets analyzed as well and produces the tokens to be matched
against the index. In this case, we have the following:
dress shoe search: dress_sho, shoe

As you can see, it’s easy to overlook the implications of the fact that analysis happens
both at index time and search time. Our synonym expansion of dress shoes causes
two tokens to be generated—one of which is shoe, which is also included in both documents in question. Now the reason for the behavior is obvious.
Fortunately, there’s an easy fix. Elasticsearch allows for different analyzers to be
used at index time and query time. Here’s how this can be used to remedy the problem at hand.
Listing 4.5 Index configuration for resolving the dress shoes problem
POST retail
{ "settings": {
Index time synonym
"analysis": {
filter (same as
"filter": {
listing 4.4)
"retail_syn_filter_index": { # 1. new filter
"type": "synonym",
"synonyms": ["dress shoe,dress shoes => dress_shoe, shoe"]},
"retail_syn_filter_search": {
query time
"type": "synonym",
synonym filter
"synonyms": ["dress shoe,dress shoes => dress_shoe"]}},
forces "dress
"analyzer": {
shoe" search
"retail_analyzer_index": { # 2. new analysers
to exactly
"tokenizer": "standard",
"dress_shoe"
"filter": [
"english_possessive_stemmer",
Creates different
"lowercase",
analyzers for search
"retail_syn_filter_index",
and index
"english_stop",
"english_keywords",
"english_stemmer"]},
"retail_analyzer_search": {
Creates analyzers
"tokenizer": "standard",
for search and
"filter": [
index
"english_possessive_stemmer",
"lowercase",
"retail_syn_filter_search",
"english_stop",
"english_keywords",
"english_stemmer"]}}}},
"mappings": {
Sets field to use
"items": {
different index and
search analyzers
"properties": {
"desc": {
"type": "string",
set field to use
# 3. two-sided analysis
different index and
"analyzer": "retail_analyzer_index",
search analyzers
"search_analyzer": "retail_analyzer_search"}}}}}

b

c
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This might look complex, but all that you’ve done is split that analysis into index-time
analysis B (where etail_syn_filter_index creates two tokens for dress shoes:
dress_shoe and shoe) and query-time analysis c (where dress shoes maps to only one
token, dress_shoe). And if you run through the queries again, you see that the results
are as you’d hope they’d be. A query for “dress” returns the dress document, a query
for “shoes” returns both the dress shoe and shoe document, and a query for “dress
shoes” returns only the dress shoe document. The search now works because you’ve
accurately captured the meaning of “dress shoe” and encoded it in such a way that the
pertinent documents can be retrieved.

4.4.3

Modeling specificity in search
Wouldn’t it be nice if you could search for an item like “dog” and pull back documents that contain terms like poodle, terrier, and beagle, even if those documents
happen to not use the word dog? And go a step further. Wouldn’t it be nice to do a
search for “animal” and pull back results that contain dog, poodle, cat, and so forth,
even if the word animal isn’t included in the document? Well, you can! By using asymmetric analysis techniques, you can encode a notion of specificity into the search application. Asymmetric analysis means that the analysis applied at query time is different
from the analysis applied at index time.

4.4.4

Modeling specificity with synonyms
How can you achieve this? Well, we secretly presented an example of this in the previous section. Not only did we use synonyms to make sure that dress shoes was
tokenized as a semantic unit (dress_shoe), but we also generated the extra shoe
token so that dress shoes would still match a search for shoe. This analysis was
asymmetric. During index analysis we produce both tokens. At query time only a single token, dress_shoe, is produced so that our search matches strictly dress shoes.
To fully understand how asymmetric analysis may be used to encode specificity,
let’s look at an approachable example. Here we could use the preceding dog example, but that’s boring. Let’s use a more interesting example like, I don’t know, fruit!
Consider the fruit hierarchy shown in figure 4.5.
Based on this hierarchy, you can create the following entries in a synonyms file:
apple => apple, fruit
fuji => fuji, apple, fruit
mcintosh => mcintosh, apple, fruit
gala => gala, apple, fruit
banana => banana, fruit
orange => orange, fruit

Notice that the synonyms file maps terms to words of equal or greater generality. We
call this semantic expansion. fruit and apple, for example, are of equal or greater generality than apple.
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Fruit

Vegetables

Bananas

Apples

Oranges

Fuji

Gala

McIntosh

Figure 4.5 Fruit hierarchy
focusing on apples

Next, consider the behavior of search if you apply synonym analysis only at index
time, as depicted in table 4.1. As you can see, index-time synonym matching of terms
to equal or more-general values has the desired behavior: queries match documents
of equal or greater specificity. A query for “apple,” for example, matches not only
apple documents but also fuji documents.
Table 4.1 Semantic expansion at index time
Index

Query

Doc contains

Tokens produced

Fruit

apple

fuji

Fruit

Fruit

Match

Miss

Miss

apple

apple, fruit

Match

Match

Miss

Fuji

fuji, apple, fruit

Match

Match

Match

orange

orange, fruit

Match

Miss

Miss

Conversely, consider the behavior of search if you use synonym analysis only at query
time. In this case, you’ll be able to make matches that generalize upon the query. In this
case, such behavior is arguably not that useful, but it can come in handy at times.
As you can see here, index-time synonym matching of terms to equal or moregeneral values has the desired behavior: queries match documents of equal or greater
specificity. A query for “apple,” for example, matches not only apple documents but
also fuji documents. And as an exercise for the reader, consider the behavior of
search if you use synonym analysis only at query time. In this case, you’ll be able to
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make matches that generalize upon the query. In this case, such behavior is arguably
not that useful, but it can come in handy at times.
Although using synonyms to model semantic specificity can have some obvious
benefits, it’s not a pattern that should be used carelessly. Reflecting on the precision
and recall conversation of section 4.2, this approach is guaranteed to improve
recall, because results returned with this approach include all of the documents
that would be returned without synonyms as well as other documents that contain
more-specific concepts. But inevitably, this pattern will cause problems with precision. For one thing, there’s more opportunity to conflate tokens that have the same
representation but different meanings. For example, does fuji really refer to the
apple? Or is it a city in Japan? And perhaps a user looking for “apples” wants documents that are near that level of specificity and wouldn’t consider a document
about the specific topic of Fuji apple cultivation in Fujisaki Japan to be all that
relevant to the search.
The relevance engineer should also consider the implications on TF × IDF.
Because the more general terms are replicated over and over, their doc frequency will
be artificially inflated, and therefore matches on general terms will be penalized. This
could work for or against you, depending on the situation. It might be worth turning
off norms and term frequencies altogether and using a constant score query so that
matches are scored equivalently, no matter the term frequency or doc frequency. This
replication of terms also could increase the size of the index. Finally, using this
method requires the collection and curation of an extra set of information—the synonyms themselves.
With all of these potential gotchas, is there ever a reason to use this pattern? Yes!
This can be a tremendous tool for using a taxonomy to build semantic search. A great
example is the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), a rich taxonomy for medical concepts. Consider the task of building a search engine over medical literature. The documents might be tagged according to their specific MeSH topics. At index time, the
synonyms file can make matches to more-general topics. For example you might
expand the hypothetical MeSH concepts depression, anxiety, schizophrenia to also
include their parent category: mental illnesses. With this done, it becomes possible
to search for a subtopic such as schizophrenia and retrieve documents for any mental
illnesses. If no schizophrenia results exist, the search engine would fall back to the
broader concept in the corpus, in this case other mental illnesses.
This may seem like a silly fallback. But consider a medical researcher entering
multiple search terms. For example they might hunt for a link between heart disease
and schizophrenia with a query: "heart disease schizophrenia." Unfortunately, let’s
say, they find no direct matches linking heart disease and schizophrenia. Instead
the corpus contains a large number of heart disease documents with a few of those
mentioning some mental illness. Luckily our technique at least falls back on these
pretty-close matches. The returned heart disease mental illness articles might be
a good start for our researcher. They might have that small nugget of insight relating
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heart disease and mental illnesses that inspires their own creativity or improves their
own research.
The takeaway is mapping concepts to varying degrees of specificity is very powerful. Keep this technique in mind especially if you need to lead searchers to new and
powerful insights. The next section shows you an alternate method also applicable to
taxonomies.

4.4.5

Modeling specificity with paths
Synonyms aren’t the only way that specificity is modeled in search. And when you
know where to look, specificity modeling pops up throughout common patterns of
search. The underlying theme isn’t synonyms, but the intentional asymmetry between
query-time analysis and index-time analysis.
Let’s demonstrate by looking at common search patterns involving paths. Let’s say
that you’re building a filesystem search engine. As one of the features, you want the
user to be able to find documents at or below a user-specified directory. For instance,
if a user is searching for a document in /fruit/apples, the search should also include
documents in /fruit/apples/fuji, /fruit/apples/gala, /fruit/apples/mcintosh, and so
forth. (And yes, we’re going with the fruit example again!)
Implementing this behavior is straightforward:
POST catalog
{ "settings": {
"analysis": {
"analyzer": {
"path_hierarchy": {
"tokenizer": "path_hierarchy"}}}},
"mappings": {
"item": {
"properties": {
"inventory_dir": {
"type": "string",
"analyzer": "path_hierarchy"}}}}}

First you set up a path_hierarchy analyzer, which expands a path such as /fruit/
apples/fuji into tokens /fruit, /fruit/apples, and /fruit/apples/fuji. Then you
assign this analyzer to the inventory_dir field, which represents the directories that
inventory-related files are stored in:
PUT catalog/item/1
{ "inventory_dir":"/fruit/apples/fuji",
"description":"crisp, sweet-flavored, long shelf-life"}
PUT catalog/item/2
{ "inventory_dir": "/fruit/apples/gala",
"description ":"sweet, pleasant apple"}
PUT catalog/item/3
{ "inventory_dir": "/fruit",
"description ":"edible, seed-bearing portion of plants"}
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Now you search for things in /fruit/apples/fuji:
GET catalog/_search
{ "query": {
"bool": {
"should":
[{"match": {"description": "<whatever>"}}],
"filter": [
{"term": {"inventory_dir": "/fruit/apples/fuji"}}]}}}

And you get the fuji item back. If you do a similar search for items in /fruit/apples,
you get back both of the more specific apple items, fuji and gala. And finally, if you
search for items under /fruit, then all three documents are returned. (Hopefully,
you’re seeing parallels to last section’s discussion on taxonomies—what we have here
is our own little fruit taxonomy!)
You might notice that the inventory_dir configuration doesn’t assign a different
analyzer at index time and query time. So at first glance it may seem that somehow
specificity is being modeled without asymmetric analysis. But this isn’t the case. In
Elasticsearch, the term filter doesn’t perform analysis; it looks for tokens that exactly
match the supplied text. Therefore, once again, you can see that specificity is modeled by asynchronous analysis.
To summarize the message of this section, consider the following rules:
■

■

If the tokens in the index represent a generalization of the tokens produced
at query time, search will retrieve items that are more specific than the search
term.
If the tokens produced at query time represent a generalization of the tokens in
the index, search will retrieve items that are more general than the search term.

In this section, you’ve looked at a couple of ways that specificity can be modeled, first
with synonyms and second with hierarchical paths. But as stated at the beginning of
this conversation, this pattern arises throughout search. Case in point—numbers, and
even geographic search! Read on …

4.4.6

Tokenize the world!
The focus of this chapter has been on analysis techniques used to convert text into
tokens. But analysis is by no means limited to text. Any information containing features that can be mapped into discrete semantic units can also be represented as
tokens, stored in an inverted index, and used in search. Here are some examples of
information that can be tokenized, starting with the mundane and moving toward the
more esoteric:
■
■
■

Numerical data including integers, floating-point numbers, and dates
Geographic information such as latitude/longitude points or geographic areas
Images, shapes, sounds, textures … whatever
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To apply search, you need to extract meaningful and discrete features from the information through analysis. This turns search into a far more general-purpose similarity
system, allowing you to perform tasks such as image search or even classification. Let’s
look at some quick examples so that you can get an idea of the broad types of information that can be included in search applications.

4.4.7

Tokenizing integers
Let’s consider numerical data, specifically integers. The best features to extract from
an integer—the most semantically significant symbol for an integer—is the number
itself! But search engines tokenize integers in a way that might initially seem surprising. Consider a search application that indexes historical events by year. In particular,
consider 1945, the year that World War II ended. Rather than indexing one token for
the year 1945, a search engine will also index tokens that represent lower-precision
versions of the same number, for instance: 194, 19, and 1.
But why would a search engine do this? Well, consider what would be required to
make a range query across this field. Naïvely, if you indexed only one token for the
year, 1945, then in order to find all documents with years falling in that range, you’d
have to scan through the term dictionary, find every term that falls in this range, and
then do a Boolean SHOULD search for documents containing any of these terms.
This could be millions of terms, which would obviously not scale. But because the
years are indexed at several levels of precision, you don’t have to look for every term;
you can take advantage of the fact that the less-precise tokens cover ranges of terms.
Let’s use this understanding to perform a range query for all interesting events in
the range of 1776 to 2010. In this case, you wouldn’t have to look for documents containing any of the 235 possible full-precision tokens from 1776 to 2010. As shown in
the table 4.2, you can retrieve the appropriate documents by querying for the appropriate mixture of terms at varying levels of precision.
Table 4.2 Tokens used to represent numerical values and ranges
Token

1776

1777

1778

1779

18

19

200

2010

Range covered

1776

1777

1778

1779

1800–
1899

1900–
1999

2000–
2009

2010

Will a query that ORs these terms together match a document for the year 1945? Yes,
because that document was indexed with the less precise token 19, which is one of
the terms in the query.
One more thing to notice here: the trick that search engines use for efficiently executing numerical-range queries relies on asymmetric tokenization. In particular, it
tokenizes the number more generally during indexing than during query. This is
exactly the pattern previously introduced for encoding specificity in search. We told
you it would pop up again!
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Tokenizing geographic data
Geo search uses a similar strategy, except that the tokens encode 2D information
rather than linear 1D information. It may seem surprising that a search engine can
encode 2D information. After all, the wheelhouse of search is text, and text is linear in
nature. But besides the process of creating tokens, nothing is changed; the inverted
index and the search algorithms work just the same as always.
Consider an application indexing funny or strangely named cities in the western
United States. A simple method for encoding geo data across a flat, rectangular map is
to use Z-encoding. What’s Z-encoding? It’s easier to show you via figure 4.6.

Shooda (AAABC)
Kooda (AAADB)
Wooda (AAADC)

A

Manitscold
(BABBC)

A

B

B

One Potato (ABDBC)

A

A

A

C

D

C

D

A

B

A

B

D

C

A

Booger (ACBCB)

C

D
Coconut
(ADCCA)

B

B

B

WYOMING

B

C
C
C

D

Scott’s Bottom
D
D(BCDBC)

Bullfrog
(BCCCD)

Oops
(CAABC)

A

B

A

UTAH

Mexican Hat
(DADBC)

C

B

D

Fo Shizzle
(CDAAC)

C

D

C
Tuxedo
(DCCAD)

D
Epic Tantrum
(BCDDC)

Figure 4.6 Example of several Z-encoded points on a rectangular map

This map is divided into four quadrants labeled A, B, C, and D. Each quadrant is
then further divided into subquadrants that are also named A, B, C, and D. This process continues until the map is subdivided into small enough areas that the desired
precision is achieved. Notice that the order of quadrants at each level follows a Z
shape, thus the name. With this encoding, every point on the map can be translated
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into a sequence of symbols A, B, C, and D. For instance, direct your attention to
Scott’s Bottom (it’s in Wyoming). The Z-encoding for this point is BCDBC, because
the city is in B quadrant at the top level, the C quadrant at the next level, D at the
following level, and so on.
When indexing geo points, you first find the Z-encoded representation of the
point. Then, similar to the strategy for indexing numbers, you index the Z-encoded
point at several levels of precision. For instance, the tokens produced from Scott’s Bottom would include the highest-precision encoding of that location, BCDBC, followed by
lower-precision representations BCDB, BCD, BC, and B. And in order to query for all
points included in a specific area, you need to find the terms representing the appropriate areas of the map and place them into the same Boolean SHOULD query. For
example, referring again to figure 4.6, a query for all towns with funny names in Utah
can be accomplished by querying for the terms DA, BCCC, and BCCD. Referring to the
map, you can see that both Bullfrog and Mexican Hat will match this query, because
those cities have a token prefix that matches the Utah query terms. What terms would
you use to find cities in Wyoming? And finally, do you notice the specificity pattern at
play again? Geo search is effectively just a two-dimensional analogue to the pattern
used for one-dimensional numerical-range queries.

4.4.9

Tokenizing melodies
Let’s wrap up with an example of something esoteric that can be tokenized and incorporated into search: melodies, and in particular, whistled or hummed melodies. Let’s
say that you’re required to create a search engine that allows people to whistle tunes
and search for songs that are matches to the whistles.
To help in the process, the other side of the application development team has created a whistle encoder that can take audio input from a cell phone’s microphone and
for every whistled note determine whether this is higher pitch, lower pitch, or the
same pitch as the previous note. Perfect! This is all you need to encode whistled tunes
as tokens in an inverted index.
Here’s how. Every note in an indexed tune or a whistled melody gets a symbol:
■
■
■
■

If the note is higher in pitch than the previous note, its symbol is U for up.
If the note is lower in pitch than the previous note, its symbol is D for down.
If the note is the same pitch as the previous note, its symbol is R for repeat.
The first note gets the symbol *, indicating that it’s the start of a tune.

This notation, known as Parsons Code for Melodic Contours, was developed in 1975 for
the explicit purpose of encoding and indexing melodies so that they could be
searched. The beginning of the children’s classic melody “Old MacDonald Had a
Farm” can be encoded as *RRDURDURDRD, as shown in figure 4.7.
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Old MacDonald had a farm E-I
*----R--R

U---R
/
\

\
D

E-I

O “ ♫♪”

U-R
/
\
D

D-R
\
D

Figure 4.7 Parsons code for “Old MacDonald Had a Farm”

But you still have more work to do to turn this into useful, searchable tokens. As
always, you need to identify meaningful features that can help discriminate one song
from another. Certainly the entire melody encoding could be a meaningful feature,
but it’s subject to a couple of potential problems. For one thing, someone humming
an entire tune will likely get a couple of notes wrong. It would be nice if our search
application was resilient to user mistakes. The larger problem with using the entire
encoding as a feature is that, although the index will hold the entire encoding, it’s terribly unlikely that an individual would whistle the entire song. The user will likely
whistle only the most memorable bits of the song. You still want this to match to songs
in your index.
N-grams can come in handy here. An n-gram token filter takes each token and
breaks it into smaller tokens that represent a windowed subset of the originals. For example, a 5-gram tokenization of the Parsons code for “Old MacDonald” (*RRDURDURDRD) is
as follows:
[*RRDU][RRDUR][RDURD][DURDU][URDUR][RDURD][DURDR][URDRD]

For the previous two sections, Elasticsearch uses specialized Java code for tokenizing
numerical and geographic data. And internal to Lucene, this is done with byte arrays
rather than with character arrays, as presented in the preceding simplified versions.
Building similar functionality would therefore require you to build an Elasticsearch
analysis plugin (remember, open source search can be plugged to the nth degree!). But
for Parsons code, if you stick with the text representation, standard text-analysis techniques can be applied. In this case, an n-gramming analyzer can be set up as follows:
POST music
{ "settings": {
"analysis": {
"filter": {
"parsons-ngram": {
"type": "nGram",
"min_gram": 5,
"max_gram": 5}},
"analyzer": {
"parsons": {
"tokenizer": "keyword",
"filter": ["parsons-ngram"]}}}}}
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Here all you have to do is create a new analyzer called parsons, which internally uses a
keyword tokenizer to create a single token of the input and then passes the token to
an n-gram token filter. The n-gramming process is configured with the min and max
gram length set to 5. This analyzer can be applied symmetrically. At index time, the
Parsons code for an entire song would be 5-grammed. (Presumably, the Parsons code
for the songs would have to be separately generated beforehand.) Then at query time
a user’s whistles or hums of partial songs can be transcribed into 5-grammed Parsons
code using the same analysis.
Besides being an interesting example of using exotic information in applications
of search, this is also a great example of choosing the appropriate features to represent
and distinguish items stored in the index. 5-gramming Parsons code enables users to
find songs without humming the entire tune, and even if they sing portions of the song
incorrectly, this technique will still produce at least some tokens that will match to the
song that the user seeks. What’s more, the Parsons code itself encodes only the most
basic notion of relative pitch—up, down, or repeated. Therefore, even if the user can’t
carry a tune, there’s still a reasonable hope of finding the song he’s looking for.
But we can do even better. It stands to reason that a match on a longer n-gram
should be more meaningful than a match on a shorter n-gram. So you could increase
both the min_gram and max_gram settings to, say, 7. But this isn’t great, because if the
user doesn’t match on a longer n-gram, you still want to at least give him the most relevant songs based on matches with shorter n-grams. So, let’s index n-grams of varying
lengths. You can try this out by using a min_gram of 4 and a max_gram of 7. Then, “Yankee Doodle,” which has a Parsons code of *RUUDUD (go ahead, hum aloud; we did) will
produce the following tokens:
[*RUU][*RUUD][*RUUDU][*RUUDUD][RUUD][RUUDU][RUUDUD][UUDU][UUDUD]

An additional benefit of using various-length n-grams is that TF × IDF as presented in
section 4.3.1 comes clearly into play here. Using the alphabet of *, U, D, and R, there
are only 108 possible 4-gram tokens (4 × 3 × 3 × 3), whereas, by similar calculations,
there are 2,916 possible 7-gram tokens. In all likelihood, the doc frequency will be
much lower for 7-grams. Therefore, because of their rarity, anytime that the 7-gram
tokens match, they’ll be scored significantly higher than the shorter tokens. At this
point, you have a good outline for how the whistle-search app can be implemented to
have a relevant user experience.
Before moving on, reflect on the past three examples—numerical search, geo
search, and melody search. The goal of these examples isn’t to teach you specifically
how to implement these three search applications. Numerical search and geo search
are already built into Elasticsearch, and it’s unlikely you’ll ever need to index melodies by using Parsons code. The goal of these examples is to generalize your notions
about where search technology can be applied. You’ve seen that search isn’t limited to
words and text. Search can be extended to any domain for which discriminative features can be extracted and encoded as tokens.
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Summary
■
■

■

■

■

■

■

Tokens express features latent in text and in any kind of tokenizable data.
Analysis controls the formation of tokens, which controls the precision and
recall trade-off across the set of all search results.
Analysis transforms text and data into tokens that anticipate how users intuitively understand various representations of one idea (runs, running, run
equate to forms of the idea of running).
The precision/recall trade-off can be less stark than you might expect. One way
to sidestep the trade-off is through relevance ranking.
Manipulating analysis also controls how the search engine counts TF and IDF
scoring statistics.
Numerous strategies exist in Lucene to help you normalize many forms of data.
We specifically covered the following:
– Non-whitespace-delimited text
– Synonyms to capture specific meanings
– Path-based and synonym-based methods for capturing specificity: from broad
terms (fruit) to narrow ones (fuji apple)
You can tokenize locations, melodies, and many other kinds of data, turning the
search engine into a general-purpose similarity system across many kinds of data.
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